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portant and topical one, a livestock breeding develop-
ment plan was launched in the Oryol Region.

The investments in the Oryol Region cattle
raising from various sources in 2008-2009 will exceed
10 billion rubles. In the livestock branch 25 eight-year
credit agreements totaling about 6, 8 billion rubles and
52 five-year credit agreements totaling almost 1, 7 bil-
lion rubles were contracted. The program is rated for
five years. Now seven pedigree factories, six multiply-
ing farms and 76 stud farms, where thoroughbred
animals are managed.

The dynamic development of cattle raising in
the Oryol Region is the consequence of its close dis-
position to the capital, one of the principal consumers
of the food industry production, and also well-
developed fodder base existence.

Together with that, despite the positive dynam-
ics, they fail to reach cardinal changes in cattle raising
so far. The livestock and poultry industries develop-
ment plan, developed by the regional agriculture and
food department, is tended to the disadvantages over-
coming, animal products output increase and produc-
tivity enhancement in the Oryol Region for the period
up to 2010.

On the other hand, the embodiment of all the
livestock projects declared in the Oryol Region to the

full extent can result in the glut of the whole branch.
The fears concerning such a perspective are unlikely
groundless. Indeed, the information that the pork pro-
duction will increase 10 times in the Oryol Region in
the coming three years has already been officially an-
nounced.  As  a  result,  the  Oryol  Region can  enter  the
trio of leaders (after the Belgorod and Lipetsk Re-
gions) in livestock development in the Black Earth
Region.

On the ground of the represented data the
Oryol Region competitive space components estima-
tion can be characterized as a “moderate” one: the
medium position among the regions of Russia encour-
ages the Region’s competitive potential implementa-
tion. The decisive role here is played by the close in-
teraction of the chain-work: producer – raw material
supplier - production processer – sphere of finished
products’ realization, its delivering to the customer
and consumer response accounting.

The work is submitted to III International Sci-
entific Conference “Problems of International Integra-
tion of National Educational Standards”, April, 23-27,
2008, Czechia (Prague) – Luxembourg – France
(Paris), came to the editorial office on 10.02.2008.
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The surging dynamics of educational proc-
esses’ globalization and integration, determined by the
intense introduction of the latest information and tele-
communication technologies, conditions the necessity
of working out of innovative pedagogical models and
open education concept distribution systems with due
consideration of personality development priorities in
the period of knowledge society becoming. The pre-
sent-day cyberspace as a global information field and
new universal bio-electronic people’s life environ-
ment, the most important component of which is the
Internet, appears one of the key developments of the
existing educational paradigm transformations. In the
given context a special topicality is acquired by the
problem of working out of the distributed education
project’s life cycle management strategy methodologi-
cal foundations as a flexible dynamic heterogeneous
open pedagogical system of the interaction organiza-
tion on the basis of state-of-the-art technologies, the
Internet means and services in the development of the
personality mental space.

From the system approach viewpoint the dis-
tributed education project and the process of its im-
plementation are a complex metasystem, wherein the
project itself appears as a controlled system and the
project management is a controlling system. The dis-
tributed education projects’ management - is the
methodology of organization, planning, guidance, re-
sources coordination through the project’s life cycle
for didactic purposes achievement using modern
methods and means of Internet-technologies. The de-
velopment of the projects control methods from the
network planning technology to system management
of functions and subsets of the project have allowed
actualizing the distributed education project’s didactic
potential in the process of personal- and social-
professional becoming of the learner. The projects,
wherein the learner should successfully perform vari-
ous roles and functions, are small or medium in their
scale, short-term or medium-term - in their lead time,
innovative - in their type, opening new opportunities
of the open education quality improvement for the
preparation to successful activity in conditions of the
formation of a new society characterized as a “net-
working”, “informational”, “competent” one – in their
goal orientation.

A virtual office of the distributed education
project provides a complex use of modern pedagogi-
cal, informative, communicative and managerial tech-

nologies for the integration of educational, profes-
sional and social media of the project’s functioning,
that promotes the formation and development of men-
tality of the personality as a hierarchically higher stage
of its becoming [2]. A virtual office of the distributed
education project represents a network of individual
and collective actors - freely interacting intelligent
agents developing the joint project [1]. The core of the
project’s virtual office is the project’s knowledge base
management informative-technological system, which
includes the following components: a centralized bank
of artifacts created at separate stages of the project
implementation; records fixing the knowledge and ex-
perience accumulated in the course of the project’s
implementation, which are easy to study and use; an
endurance integrated pool with the tuned system of
classification and the project’s participants’ access
rights control.

The distributed education project needs to be
regarded  as  a  cycle  of  innovative  activity,  wherein  a
special importance is acquired by organization culture
values exercising a significant influence on the per-
sonality’s and the project’s team mental space forma-
tion and development with an integrated system of
mental values, norms and rules of conduct determined
by the common purpose availability [4; 5]. The con-
joint-creative activity of the project’s participants
promotes development of the project-technological
type organization culture [3], wherein the values are:
the team’s mission and the project vision; common
purposes and solidarity of the team in their achieve-
ment; knowledge and competences of the team mem-
bers; the floating role of the leader and readiness to
obey acknowledging the power of those, whose
knowledge and competences are important for the
achievement of the project’s key marks. As an instru-
ment of cooperation of the distributed education pro-
ject participants making actual the search and knowl-
edge transfer in the process of its realization, and also
a free idea exchange (thread discussions”, connected
with projects, documents, tasks; “meetings in the net”;
coordinated “work floods”) within and between the
levels of the team’s organization hierarchy, synchro-
nous and asynchronous means of the Internet commu-
nications, personal and group informative managers of
the project’s virtual office are used.

In the distributed education project two tasks
are solved: objective models of the principal and sec-
ondary business processes of a virtual educational in-
stitution (school, HEI) are created and the triad of
“project – technology – reflection” competences is ac-
customed [3]; both results of this project are the or-
ganization culture values of the personality and the
team. The distributed education project life cycle lead-
ing management strategy is a purposeful formation
and development of the Internet-mentality – steady
core foundations of information and world perception,
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world outlook and human behavior, which give the
personality the properties of uniqueness and the ability
of self-actualization in the virtual world by means of
mastering and creating the organization culture
knowledge society values [6].

During the distributed education project’s life
cycle the team’s organization culture development
takes course of several stages [7; 8] according to the
achieved maturity level of the project management
process:

- the initial level – the organization “power
culture” dominates; in conditions of the team forma-
tion success depends on individual efforts and peculi-
arities of the person initiated the project; the unitary
mental space of the distributed education project team
is lacking;

- the repeated level – the transfer from the
“power culture” to the “role culture”; the participants
of the project acquire the competence updating experi-
ence which is reproduced in new projects; the “mutual
discovery” and cognition of individual mentalities’
unique features;

- the definite level – is characterized by the or-
ganization “task culture”; the process stops depending
on individual merits of separate participants and can-
not devolve at a lower level; the mutual enrichment
and convergence of the team members’ individual
mental spaces begin;

- the controlled level – allows transferring to
the organization “personality culture”, taking the team
members’ interaction at the cooperation level in the
unitary project’s mental space as detailed quantitative
indexes are established for the development process
and product quality and the process of work on the
project, and the project results – are understood and
controlled;

- the optimizing level – a self-training and self-
developing team continues intense improving of the
process on the basis of the current results analysis and
innovative ideas and technologies application; a trans-
fer to the organization “personality and task culture” is
reached; the total mental space of the project deter-
mines the leading orientation of individual mentali-
ties’ transformation in accord with the prior values of
organization culture.

Thus, the task-oriented formation of the dis-
tributed education project team’s total mental space
promoting the development of an individual mental
space of a personality is defined by the following fac-
tors: the informative interaction of individual and col-
lective actors between each other and with the infor-
mative-technological artifacts created during the pro-
ject’s life cycle; the convergence processes and cross-
enrichment of the project participants’ individual men-
talities; the innovative intelligent Internet-technologies
applied as didactic instruments of th eproject’s moni-
toring.
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Projective culture of a person is rather a new
concept. It has entered into scientific use with the de-
veloping of technologies of "social engineering".
Meanwhile such property and ability in many respects
are initially peculiar to a person because one of the ba-
sic characteristics of a "cultural person" is his ability
to projective activity, i.e. to productive imagination,
creative and free transformation of the reality based on
a model of the desirable future. This ability is set by
the main point of culture, which is first of all a set of
projective ways and results of development and trans-
formation of the world of nature, society and a person
himself. The projective culture is a basic characteristic
of personality of a teacher and it is formed at the inter-
section of three components: a system of polycompo-
nental qualities of a person including base and periph-
eral properties; theoretical and practical readiness of a
teacher to projective activity, and also a system of
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